ACOUSTICFENCING
Timber acoustic barrier system fencing, installed to
British Standards, reduces the impact of of high dB
activites. By partially absorbing, relecting and
deflecting travelling sound waves the resulting
sound is changed in its amplitude and wavelength
toward more acceptable levels.
This design profile of theses systems have been
carefully developed to locate the boards in such a
way that eliminates gaps that sound will easily travel
through, even when the boards shrink and expand
with changes in weather / temperature.

Optional & Reto-fit Extras

Timber acoustic fencing is often used to control
traffic noise on motorways and is proven to reduce
the frequencies of sound that, when continual, can
be a nuisance. This type of timber acoustic fence is
often installed around sports pitches in urban areas
to reduce the impact of social noise on residents.

Overlap Boarding 12KG/Sq.m. Specifications (above)
Heights of up to 12 meters
Certified to: BS EN 1794-1:2003 and BS EN 1793-1:1998 / BS EN 1793-2:1998
• Noise reduction of up to 30dB (subject to assessment).
• 150x22mm vertical boards with 75x22mm cover strips.
• 250x47mm Gravel boards, 100x47mm horizontal support rails.
• 150x100mm Timber or Steel RSJ posts @ 2.4m centres. .

• Pedestrian & Vehicular gates available.

44mm Tongue & Groove Specifications (below)
• Heights of up to 12 meters
Certified to: BS EN 1794-1:2003 and BS EN 1793-1:1998 / BS EN 1793-2:1998
• Noise reduction of up to 30dB (subject to assessment).
• 150mm x 42mm thick PAR Tongue & Groove boards set horizontally.
• 100mm x150mm posts @ 3.0m centres.
• Includes shaped capping and supporting counter rail.
• Pedestrian & Vehicular gates available.
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DIVIDERNETS

RETRO-FITGATES
Need More Gates?

Maximise Your Space
Sports pitch divider netting systems are a proven
way of allowing synthetic playing surfaces to be
sub-divided to maximise use of the total surface area.
Splitting a full size sports field into several courts
running across the width of the playing surface.
Offering the option for multiple games, with multiple
teams to participate at any one time. Posts are
typically constructed from 100mm x 100mm square
steel posts set in concrete.
When not in use the net can be stowed away at one
end of the pitch. A hand winch offers easy control for
retraction and deployment of the net. The winch post
is fitted with a winch and top pulley wheel, the post is
complete with pulley wheel and cleat. The winch has
an exposed mechanism and a maximum load rating of
up to 350kg.

Often there is a requirement to install addition single
or double leaf gates to a pitch due to changes
access and pitch use. Retro-fit gates can be fitted to
match your existing sports pitch fencing without
compromise on quality or security. As standard
long-life, adjustable, hinges, drop bolts and slide
latches are included. Optional mag locks and self
closing systems can be added along with lintel
panels to go above intergrated gates to maintain
hight and security. Fitted to newly installed posts to
match your existing pitch, it will be like the gate was
always there.

Increase Pitch Flexibility / Usage
Proven System
Cost Effective
Single or Split Curtain Option
Dividing netting posts can be galavanised and
powder coated to match existing fencing. The
tension wire can be supported by optional 3m
galavanised support post and base (see below) that
can be stowed when not in use. The posts are
designed to be concreted directly in the ground but
ground sockets can be supplied separately at an
additional cost. To help alleviate billowing of the net
we recommend the use of a bottom band with sewn
in 18mm rope.

KICKBOARDS
Timber Upgrades
Due to a change of use or the requirement to
revamp an older pitch, high quality timber kick
boards not only protect fencing from high impact ball
sports like hockey, but also add a pleasing, visible
frame to the pitch.
Planed-all-round pressure treated timber, typically
50mm x 250mm of varying length is bolted to the
posts using dome headed coach bolts. Reto-fit
brackets can be used to attach the kick boards or
boards can be fitted directly to the posts. The
exposed upper edge of the board is chamfered at
45º for safety.

ANTI-CLIMBSYSTEMS
Increase Your Security
As a pitch facility becomes established so too does
its popularity which, inturn can cause security and
access issues. Closed pitches can appear as a
tantilising hangout and in some cases the target for
high value sports equipment.
A 45º outward facing crank post extension is used to
act as a visual and physical deterant against
unauthorised access. As in the photos featured,
cranked panels can be matched to existing panels
but also have the capability to mount barbed / razor
wire for increased security.

ROOFNETTING
Maximise Your Space
Pitch roof netting is suspended on wires across a
pitch to completely encapsulate the playing area.
This is a great ‘ball-stop’ option especially when
extra high ball-stop netting is not suitable. When
included as part of the initial ‘first-fit’ design the
system can be intergrated with the panel posts. If
the system is added as a reto-fit extra posts are
used as a stand alone system.

Visual & Physical Deterant
Panel or Wire Options
Corner & End Panel Details
BS Standard Compliance
Cost Effective
Retro-Fit Options
Other Applications
Forming part compliance with the British Standard
1722 Part 10 (Anti-Intruder Fences) cranked posts
offer a cost effective security retro-fit upgrade or first
fit specification to any facility.

PERIMETERFENCING

In some cases, where anti-climb fencing us used as
a perimeter fence other options include a ‘Y’ shaped
extension that can accommodate coiled barb / razor
wire and rolling anti-climb systems.
If you have any questions regarding security fencing
upgrades a member of our team will be happy to
guide you.

Knee - Rail

V-Mesh

Post & Rail

Part of a sports pitch facility installation often includes perimeter fencing. Many options are available and
if required perimeter fencing can match the pitch fence panels.
There may be planning or design requirements that would scope the installation of Knee-Rail, V-Mesh or
standard post and rail perimeter fencing. At Plant Fencing we have years of experience and numerous
case studies profiling all types of perimeter fencing that would cover all requirements. If you have any
questions regarding perimeter fencing a member of our team will be happy to help you.
Acoustic fencing is described in more detail in this booklet.

BALL-STOPNETTING

Perimeter Ball-Stop
Ball stop netting is a perfect solution
for pitch perimeters especially in
urban areas where pitch activity
containment is essential. The
polypropylene netting offers low visual
obscurity and can be supplied in
various coulours to enhance and can
be istalled up to 10m in height.

Multi- System
A muti-system is where ball stop
netting, steel pitch fencing and sound
control acoustic fencing are
combined to create a total solution.
Often used in urban areas to comply
with local planning requirements. Ball
stop netting and acoustic fencing can
be added as a bespoke retrofit to
existing pitches.

Typically ball stop netting has an either 100mm x 100mm or 50mm x 50mm net aperture dependent on
application and is constructed from a strong and durable, knot-less, weather resistant, coloured
polypropylene.
Integrating with an existing fencing system using our unique post extension system (pictured right) , net
heights can increase a framework standard fence from 4.5m up to a staggering 10m supported by
struts, braces and high tension line wires.
The sky is the limit regarding application. Suitable for all sports including Football pitches and training
areas, Rugby pitches and training areas, Golf courses / Driving ranges, Hockey pitches and training
areas, Tennis courts and training areas, Schools Parks Play areas and MUGAs (Multi use games areas).

Plant Fencing Post Ex

Ball stop netting provides a cost effective solution for pitch/site ball containment thus keeping the ball
in play ensuring minimum play stoppage. We provide both made to measure, project planned and
retrofit sports pitch and perimeter ball stop netting. Our ball stop netting is produced to the very latest
specifications and standards and installed using our own proven systems by our highly experienced
teams. We supply domestic and commercial clients as well as schools and colleges.

tension System

Cost Effective Ball Containment
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existing pitches.
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Plant Fencing Post Ex
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teams. We supply domestic and commercial clients as well as schools and colleges.
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ANTI-CLIMBSYSTEMS
Increase Your Security
As a pitch facility becomes established so too does
its popularity which, inturn can cause security and
access issues. Closed pitches can appear as a
tantilising hangout and in some cases the target for
high value sports equipment.
A 45º outward facing crank post extension is used to
act as a visual and physical deterant against
unauthorised access. As in the photos featured,
cranked panels can be matched to existing panels
but also have the capability to mount barbed / razor
wire for increased security.

ROOFNETTING
Maximise Your Space
Pitch roof netting is suspended on wires across a
pitch to completely encapsulate the playing area.
This is a great ‘ball-stop’ option especially when
extra high ball-stop netting is not suitable. When
included as part of the initial ‘first-fit’ design the
system can be intergrated with the panel posts. If
the system is added as a reto-fit extra posts are
used as a stand alone system.
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Panel or Wire Options
Corner & End Panel Details
BS Standard Compliance
Cost Effective
Retro-Fit Options
Other Applications
Forming part compliance with the British Standard
1722 Part 10 (Anti-Intruder Fences) cranked posts
offer a cost effective security retro-fit upgrade or first
fit specification to any facility.

PERIMETERFENCING

In some cases, where anti-climb fencing us used as
a perimeter fence other options include a ‘Y’ shaped
extension that can accommodate coiled barb / razor
wire and rolling anti-climb systems.
If you have any questions regarding security fencing
upgrades a member of our team will be happy to
guide you.

Knee - Rail

V-Mesh

Post & Rail

Part of a sports pitch facility installation often includes perimeter fencing. Many options are available and
if required perimeter fencing can match the pitch fence panels.
There may be planning or design requirements that would scope the installation of Knee-Rail, V-Mesh or
standard post and rail perimeter fencing. At Plant Fencing we have years of experience and numerous
case studies profiling all types of perimeter fencing that would cover all requirements. If you have any
questions regarding perimeter fencing a member of our team will be happy to help you.
Acoustic fencing is described in more detail in this booklet.

DIVIDERNETS

RETRO-FITGATES
Need More Gates?

Maximise Your Space
Sports pitch divider netting systems are a proven
way of allowing synthetic playing surfaces to be
sub-divided to maximise use of the total surface area.
Splitting a full size sports field into several courts
running across the width of the playing surface.
Offering the option for multiple games, with multiple
teams to participate at any one time. Posts are
typically constructed from 100mm x 100mm square
steel posts set in concrete.
When not in use the net can be stowed away at one
end of the pitch. A hand winch offers easy control for
retraction and deployment of the net. The winch post
is fitted with a winch and top pulley wheel, the post is
complete with pulley wheel and cleat. The winch has
an exposed mechanism and a maximum load rating of
up to 350kg.

Often there is a requirement to install addition single
or double leaf gates to a pitch due to changes
access and pitch use. Retro-fit gates can be fitted to
match your existing sports pitch fencing without
compromise on quality or security. As standard
long-life, adjustable, hinges, drop bolts and slide
latches are included. Optional mag locks and self
closing systems can be added along with lintel
panels to go above intergrated gates to maintain
hight and security. Fitted to newly installed posts to
match your existing pitch, it will be like the gate was
always there.

Increase Pitch Flexibility / Usage
Proven System
Cost Effective
Single or Split Curtain Option
Dividing netting posts can be galavanised and
powder coated to match existing fencing. The
tension wire can be supported by optional 3m
galavanised support post and base (see below) that
can be stowed when not in use. The posts are
designed to be concreted directly in the ground but
ground sockets can be supplied separately at an
additional cost. To help alleviate billowing of the net
we recommend the use of a bottom band with sewn
in 18mm rope.

KICKBOARDS
Timber Upgrades
Due to a change of use or the requirement to
revamp an older pitch, high quality timber kick
boards not only protect fencing from high impact ball
sports like hockey, but also add a pleasing, visible
frame to the pitch.
Planed-all-round pressure treated timber, typically
50mm x 250mm of varying length is bolted to the
posts using dome headed coach bolts. Reto-fit
brackets can be used to attach the kick boards or
boards can be fitted directly to the posts. The
exposed upper edge of the board is chamfered at
45º for safety.
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deflecting travelling sound waves the resulting
sound is changed in its amplitude and wavelength
toward more acceptable levels.
This design profile of theses systems have been
carefully developed to locate the boards in such a
way that eliminates gaps that sound will easily travel
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with changes in weather / temperature.
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traffic noise on motorways and is proven to reduce
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